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Grenzschicht-Theorie
Innovative Testing and Measurement Solutions for Smart Grid
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the Third Scandinavian Conference on Information Systems (SCIS), held in Sigtuna, Sweden,
in August 2012. The digitization of modern society’s information and communication structures has fundamentally changed our everyday life,
economy, business, and society. How can information systems research as an academic yet pragmatic discipline contribute to designing the
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interactive society? The Scandinavian IS tradition with its emphasis on engaged scholarship, action research, and socially embedded design
has a lot to contribute to this discussion. The 10 papers accepted for presentation at the conference were selected from 33 submissions, and
they are grouped into two main themes: the interactive society and design.

Intelligent Systems Design and Applications
Focuses on sensor applications and smart meters in the newly developing interconnected smart grid • Focuses on sensor applications and
smart meters in the newly developing interconnected smart grid • Presents the most updated technological developments in the
measurement and testing of power systems within the smart grid environment • Reflects the modernization of electric utility power systems
with the extensive use of computer, sensor, and data communications technologies, providing benefits to energy consumers and utility
companies alike • The leading author heads a group of researchers focusing on the construction of smart grid and smart substation for
Sichuan Power Grid, one of the largest in China’s power system

Advanced Manufacturing and Processing Technology
Accurate fluid level measurement in dynamic environments can be assessed using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach. SVM is a
supervised learning model that analyzes and recognizes patterns. It is a signal classification technique which has far greater accuracy than
conventional signal averaging methods. Ultrasonic Fluid Quantity Measurement in Dynamic Vehicular Applications: A Support Vector
Machine Approach describes the research and development of a fluid level measurement system for dynamic environments. The
measurement system is based on a single ultrasonic sensor. A Support Vector Machines (SVM) based signal characterization and
processing system has been developed to compensate for the effects of slosh and temperature variation in fluid level measurement systems
used in dynamic environments including automotive applications. It has been demonstrated that a simple ?-SVM model with Radial Basis
Function (RBF) Kernel with the inclusion of a Moving Median filter could be used to achieve the high levels of accuracy required for fluid level
measurement in dynamic environments. Aimed toward graduate and postgraduate students, researchers, and engineers studying
applications of artificial intelligence, readers will learn about a measurement system that is based on a single ultrasonic sensor which can
achieve the high levels of accuracy required for fluid level measurement in dynamic environments.

Recent Trends in Signal and Image Processing
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU 2020,
held as part of the 22nd International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2020, in Copenhagen, Denmark, in July 2020. The
conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. From a total of 6326 submissions, a total of 1439 papers and 238 posters has
been accepted for publication in the HCII 2020 proceedings. The 51 papers included in this volume were organized in topical sections on
interactions in public, urban and rural contexts; UX design for health and well-being; DUXU for creativity, learning and collaboration; DUXU
for culture and tourism.

Design, User Experience, and Usability. Case Studies in Public and Personal Interactive Systems
The book is meant for the one semester course on Robotics and Industrial Robotics in Mechanical, Electrical and Computer Science
Engineering. The revised edition of the book covers both aspects of robotics - analysis and applications and presents a detailed exposition of
the concepts using a simple and student friendly approach. The book is appropriate for a senior under-graduate or first year graduate level
course. The book also interests the practicing engineers on the feasibility study of using robots for particular applications. It also offers solved
and unsolved problems on MATLAB programs.

Indian Books in Print
This three-volume set addresses a new knowledge of function materials, their processing, and their characterizations. "Functional and Smart
Materials", covered the synthesis and fabrication route of functional and smart materials for universal applications such as material science,
mechanical engineering, manufacturing, metrology, nanotechnology, physics, chemical, biology, chemistry, civil engineering, and food
science. "Advanced Manufacturing and Processing Technology" covers the advanced manufacturing technologies includes coating,
deposition, cladding, nanotechnology, surface finishing, precision machining, processing, and emerging advanced manufacturing
technologies for processing of materials for functional applications. "Characterization, Testing, Measurement and Metrology" covered the
application of new and advanced characterization techniques to investigate and analysis the processed materials.

Biomedical Engineering and Information Systems: Technologies, Tools and Applications
System-on-a-Chip (SOC) integrated circuits composed of embedded cores are now commonplace. Nevertheless, there remain several
roadblocks to rapid and efficient system integration. Test development is seen as a major bottleneck in SOC design and manufacturing
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capabilities. Testing SOCs is especially challenging in the absence of standardized test structures, test automation tools, and test protocols.
In addition, long interconnects, high density, and high-speed designs lead to new types of faults involving crosstalk and signal integrity. SOC
(System-on-a-Chip) Testing for Plug and Play Test Automation is an edited work containing thirteen contributions that address various
aspects of SOC testing. SOC (System-on-a-Chip) Testing for Plug and Play Test Automation is a valuable reference for researchers and
students interested in various aspects of SOC testing.

Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India).
This book presents selected peer-reviewed papers from the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Data Engineering (AIDE
2019). The topics covered are broadly divided into four groups: artificial intelligence, machine vision and robotics, ambient intelligence, and
data engineering. The book discusses recent technological advances in the emerging fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning,
robotics, virtual reality, augmented reality, bioinformatics, intelligent systems, cognitive systems, computational intelligence, neural networks,
evolutionary computation, speech processing, Internet of Things, big data challenges, data mining, information retrieval, and natural language
processing. Given its scope, this book can be useful for students, researchers, and professionals interested in the growing applications of
artificial intelligence and data engineering.

Emerging Applications in Supply Chains for Sustainable Business Development
This book discusses various artificial intelligence and machine learning applications concerning smart buildings. It includes how renewable
energy sources are integrated into smart buildings using suitable power electronic devices. The deployment of advanced technologies with
monitoring, protection, and energy management features is included, along with a case study on automation. Overall, the focus is on
architecture and related applications, such as power distribution, microgrids, photovoltaic systems, and renewable energy aspects. The
chapters define smart building concepts and their related benefits. FEATURES Discusses various aspects of the role of the Internet of things
(IoT) and machine learning in smart buildings Explains pertinent system architecture and focuses on power generation and distribution
Covers power-enabling technologies for smart cities Includes photovoltaic system-integrated smart buildings This book is aimed at graduate
students, researchers, and professionals in building systems engineering, architectural engineering, and electrical engineering.

Indian National Bibliography
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This book gathers selected papers presented at the Third International Symposium on Signal and Image Processing (ISSIP 2020), organized
by the Department of Information Technology, RCC Institute of Information Technology, Kolkata, during March 18–19, 2020. It presents
fascinating, state-of-the-art research findings in the field of signal and image processing. It includes conference papers covering a wide range
of signal processing applications involving filtering, encoding, classification, segmentation, clustering, feature extraction, denoising,
watermarking, object recognition, reconstruction and fractal analysis. It addresses various types of signals, such as image, video, speech,
non-speech audio, handwritten text, geometric diagram, ECG and EMG signals; MRI, PET and CT scan images; THz signals; solar wind
speed signals (SWS); and photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals, and demonstrates how new paradigms of intelligent computing, like quantum
computing, can be applied to process and analyze signals precisely and effectively.

Cumulated Index Medicus
Der 2. Band der Spiegel-Bestsellerserie um Cassia & Ky Wenn das System dich zwingt zu fliehen, kann deine Liebe überleben? Stell dir vor,
du lebst in einer Welt, in der alles in deinem Leben geregelt wird – sogar, wen du lieben musst. Aber du liebst den Falschen: Jemanden, den
das System töten will. Wie weit würdest du gehen, um sein Leben zu retten? Würdest du für deine Liebe sterben? Wie durch ein Wunder
gelingt Cassia die Flucht in die Äußeren Provinzen. Sie will nach Ky suchen, ihrer großen Liebe. Ky kämpft dort als Soldat für die
Gesellschaft und ist ununterbrochen brutalen Angriffen ausgesetzt. Als Cassia endlich auf eine Spur von Ky stößt, ist er bereits entkommen
und auf dem Weg in die wilden Canyons in den Grenzgebieten. Verzweifelt macht sich Cassia auf den lebensgefährlichen Weg. Was wird sie
am Ende der ihr bekannten Welt finden? Zwischen steinigen Schluchten und staubigen Pfaden sucht Cassia nicht nur nach Ky – sondern
auch nach sich selbst.

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
This two-volume set explains the primary tools of soft computing as well as provides an abundance of working examples and detailed design
studies. The books start with coverage of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic and their various approaches to fuzzy reasoning and go on to discuss
several advanced features of soft computing and hybrid methodologies. Toge

Functional Materials and Advanced Manufacturing
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Reliability Management and Engineering
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) can be defined as systems in which physical objects are represented in the digital world and integrated with
computation, storage, and communication capabilities and are connected to each other in a network. The goal in the use of the CPS is
integrating the dynamics of the physical processes with those of the software and networking, providing abstractions and modelling, design,
and analysis techniques for the integrated whole. The notion of CPS is linked to concepts of robotics and sensor networks with intelligent
systems proper of computational intelligence leading the pathway. Recent advances in science and engineering improve the link between
computational and physical elements by means of intelligent systems, increasing the adaptability, autonomy, efficiency, functionality,
reliability, safety, and usability of cyber-physical systems. The potential of cyber-physical systems will spread to several directions, including
but not limited to intervention, precision manufacturing, operations in dangerous or inaccessible environments, coordination, efficiency,
Maintenance 4.0, and augmentation of human capabilities. Design, Applications, and Maintenance of Cyber-Physical Systems gives insights
about CPS as tools for integrating the dynamics of the physical processes with those of software and networking, providing abstractions and
modelling, design, and analysis techniques for their smart manufacturing interoperation. The book will have an impact upon the research on
robotics, mechatronics, integrated intelligent multibody systems, Industry 4.0, production systems management and maintenance, decision
support systems, and Maintenance 4.0. The chapters discuss not only the technologies involved in CPS but also insights into how they are
used in various industries. This book is ideal for engineers, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students who are interested in a
deeper understanding of cyber-physical systems (CPS), their design, application, and maintenance, with a special focus on modern
technologies in Industry 4.0 and Maintenance 4.0.

Design, Applications, and Maintenance of Cyber-Physical Systems
Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences was first conceived, published, and disseminated by the Center for Information and
Numerical Data Analysis and Synthesis (CINDAS)* at Purdue University in 1957, starting its coverage of theses with the academic year 1955.
Beginning with Volume 13, the printing and dis semination phases of the activity were transferred to University Microfilms/Xerox of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, with the thought that such an arrangement would be more beneficial to the academic and general scientific and technical
community. After five years of this joint undertaking we had concluded that it was in the interest of all concerned if the printing and distribution
of the volumes were handled by an international publishing house to assure improved service and broader dissemination. Hence, starting
with Volume 18, Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences has been disseminated on a worldwide basis by Plenum Publishing
Corporation of New York, and in the same year the coverage was broadened to include Canadian universities. All back issues can also be
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ordered from Plenum. We have reported in Volume 39 (thesis year 1994) a total of 13,953 thesis titles from 21 Canadian and 159 United
States universities. We are sure that this broader base for these titles reported will greatly enhance the value of this impor tant annual
reference work. While Volume 39 reports theses submitted in 1994, on occasion, certain uni versities do report theses submitted in previous
years but not reported at the time.

Proceedings of the National Seminar on Applied Systems Engineering and Soft Computing
The application of sustainability practices at the system level begins with the supply chain. In the business realm, incorporating such practices
allows organizations to redesign their operations more effectively. Emerging Applications in Supply Chains for Sustainable Business
Development is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on the models, strategies, and analyses that are essential for
developing and managing a sustainable supply chain. While highlighting topics such as agile manufacturing and the world food crisis, this
publication is ideally designed for business managers, academicians, business practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students
seeking current research on sustainable supply chain management.

Digital Arts and Entertainment: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
DepCoS – RELCOMEX is an annual series of conferences organized by Wroc?aw University of Technology to promote a comprehensive
approach to evaluation of system performability which is now commonly called dependability. In contrast to classic analyses which were
concentrated on reliability of technical resources and structures built from them, dependability is based on multi-disciplinary approach to
theory, technology and maintenance of a system considered to be a multifaceted amalgamation of technical, information, organization,
software and human (users, administrators, supervisors, etc.) resources. Diversity of processes being realized (data processing, system
management, system monitoring, etc.), their concurrency and their reliance on in-system intelligence often severely impedes construction of
strict mathematical models and calls for application of intelligent and soft computing methods. This book presents the proceedings of the
Ninth International Conference on Dependability and Complex Systems DepCoS-RELCOMEX, which took place in Brunów Palace, Poland,
from 30th June to 4th July, 2014. The articles selected for this volume illustrate the variety of topics that must be included in system
dependability analysis: tools, methodologies and standards for modelling, design and simulation of the systems, security and confidentiality in
information processing, specific issues of heterogeneous, today often wireless, computer networks or management of transportation
networks.
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Cassia & Ky – Die Flucht
This proceeding constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Combinatorial and Optimization,
ICCAP 2021, December 7-8, 2021. This event was organized by the group of Professors in Chennai. The Conference aims to provide the
opportunities for informal conversations, have proven to be of great interest to other scientists and analysts employing these mathematical
sciences in their professional work in business, industry, and government. The Conference continues to promote better understanding of the
roles of modern applied mathematics, combinatorics, and computer science to acquaint the investigator in each of these areas with the
various techniques and algorithms which are available to assist in his or her research. We selected 257 papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 741 submissions. The presentations covered multiple research fields like Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence, internet
technology, smart health care etc., brought the discussion on how to shape optimization methods around human and social needs.

Networking and Telecommunications: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Contributed articles presented in the seminar held during Jan. 5-7, 2005, at Kumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore.

Nature-Inspired Computing for Smart Application Design
SOC (System-on-a-Chip) Testing for Plug and Play Test Automation
Die Überarbeitung für die 10. deutschsprachige Auflage von Hermann Schlichtings Standardwerk wurde wiederum von Klaus Gersten
geleitet, der schon die umfassende Neuformulierung der 9. Auflage vorgenommen hatte. Es wurden durchgängig Aktualisierungen
vorgenommen, aber auch das Kapitel 15 von Herbert Oertel jr. neu bearbeitet. Das Buch gibt einen umfassenden Überblick über den Einsatz
der Grenzschicht-Theorie in allen Bereichen der Strömungsmechanik. Dabei liegt der Schwerpunkt bei den Umströmungen von Körpern (z.B.
Flugzeugaerodynamik). Das Buch wird wieder den Studenten der Strömungsmechanik wie auch Industrie-Ingenieuren ein unverzichtbarer
Partner unerschöpflicher Informationen sein.

Control and Measurement Applications for Smart Grid
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This book disseminates recent research, theories, and practices relevant to the areas of surface engineering and the processing of materials
for functional applications in the aerospace, automobile, and biomedical industries. The book focuses on the hidden technologies and
advanced manufacturing methods that may not be standardized by research institutions but are greatly beneficial to material and
manufacturing industrial engineers in many ways. It details projects, research activities, and innovations in a global platform to strengthen the
knowledge of the concerned community. The book covers surface engineering including coating, deposition, cladding, nanotechnology,
surface finishing, precision machining, processing, and emerging advanced manufacturing technologies to enhance the performance of
materials in terms of corrosion, wear, and fatigue. The book captures the emerging areas of materials science and advanced manufacturing
engineering and presents recent trends in research for researchers, field engineers, and academic professionals.

Introduction to Robotics, 2e
Present day sophisticated, adaptive, and autonomous (to a certain degree) robotic technology is a radically new stimulus for the cognitive
system of the human learner from the earliest to the oldest age. It deserves extensive, thorough, and systematic research based on novel
frameworks for analysis, modelling, synthesis, and implementation of CPSs for social applications. Cyber-Physical Systems for Social
Applications is a critical scholarly book that examines the latest empirical findings for designing cyber-physical systems for social applications
and aims at forwarding the symbolic human-robot perspective in areas that include education, social communication, entertainment, and
artistic performance. Highlighting topics such as evolinguistics, human-robot interaction, and neuroinformatics, this book is ideally designed
for social network developers, cognitive scientists, education science experts, evolutionary linguists, researchers, and academicians.

Cyber-Physical Systems for Social Applications
Reliability technology plays an important role in the present era of industrial growth, optimal efficiency, and reducing hazards. This book
provides insights into current advances and developments in reliability engineering, and the research presented is spread across all
branches. It discusses interdisciplinary solutions to complex problems using different approaches to save money, time, and manpower. It
presents methodologies of coping with uncertainty in reliability optimization through the usage of various techniques such as soft computing,
fuzzy optimization, uncertainty, and maintenance scheduling. Case studies and real-world examples are presented along with applications
that can be used in practice. This book will be useful to researchers, academicians, and practitioners working in the area of reliability and
systems assurance engineering. Provides current advances and developments across different branches of engineering. Reviews and
analyses case studies and real-world examples. Presents applications to be used in practice. Includes numerous examples to illustrate
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theoretical results.

Soft Computing and Its Applications, Volume Two
This book focuses primarily on the nature-inspired approach for designing smart applications. It includes several implementation paradigms
such as design and path planning of wireless network, security mechanism and implementation for dynamic as well as static nodes, learning
method of cloud computing, data exploration and management, data analysis and optimization, decision taking in conflicting environment, etc.
The book fundamentally highlights the recent research advancements in the field of engineering and science.

Nordic Contributions in IS Research
Ultrasonic Fluid Quantity Measurement in Dynamic Vehicular Applications
This is volume 2 of the two-volume Soft Computing and Its Applications. This volume discusses several advanced features of soft computing
and hybrid methodologies. This new book essentially contains the advanced features of soft computing and different hybrid methodologies for
soft computing. The book contains an abundance of examples and detailed design studies. The tool soft computing can be a landmark
paradigm of computation with cognition that directly or indirectly tries to replicate the rationality of human beings. The book explains several
advanced features of soft computing, such as cognitive maps, complex valued fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic, quantum fuzzy sets and quantum
fuzzy logic, and rough sets and hybrid methods that combine neural net fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. The book contains several reallife applications to present the utility and potential of soft computing. The book: • Discusses the present state of art of soft computing •
Includes the existing application areas of soft computing • Presents original research contributions • Discusses the future scope of work in
soft computing The book is unique in that it bridges the gap between theory and practice, and it presents several experimental results on
synthetic data and real-life data. The book provides a unified platform for applied scientists and engineers in different fields and industries for
the application of soft computing tools in many diverse domains of engineering. This book can be used as a textbook and/or reference book
by undergraduate and postgraduate students of many different engineering branches, such as electrical engineering, control engineering,
electronics and communication engineering, computer sciences, and information sciences.

Proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Technologies in Intelligent System and Control
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"Bridging the disciplines of engineering and medicine, this book informs researchers, clinicians, and practitioners of the latest developments
in diagnostic tools, decision support systems, and intelligent devices that impact and redefine research in and delivery of medical
services"--Provided by publisher.

Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Indian Conference on Computer Vision, Graphics and Image Processing, ICVGIP 2006,
held in Madurai, India, December 2006. Coverage in this volume includes image restoration and super-resolution, image filtering,
visualization, tracking and surveillance, face-, gesture-, and object-recognition, compression, content based image retrieval, stereo/camera
calibration, and biometrics.

Smart Buildings Digitalization
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 19th IFIP International Conference on Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems, DAIS
2019, held in Kongens Lyngby, Denmark, in June 2019, as part of the 14th International Federated Conference on Distributed Computing
Techniques, DisCoTec 2019. The 9 full papers presented together with 2 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 28
submissions. The papers addressed challenges in multiple application areas, such as the Internet-of-Things, cloud and edge computing, and
mobile systems. Some papers focused on middleware for managing concurrency and consistency in distributed systems, including data
replication and transactions.

Power Plant Instrumentation and Control Handbook
Social Media and Networking: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Data Engineering
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"This multiple-volume publications exhibits the most up-to-date collection of research results and recent discoveries in the transfer of
knowledge access across the globe"--Provided by publisher.

Soft Computing and Its Applications
Proceedings of the Ninth International Conference on Dependability and Complex Systems DepCoS-RELCOMEX. June
30 – July 4, 2014, Brunów, Poland
This book highlights recent research on intelligent systems design and applications. It presents 100 selected papers from the 17th
International Conference on Intelligent Systems Design and Applications (ISDA 2017), which was held in Delhi, India from December 14 to
16, 2017. The ISDA is a premier conference in the field of Computational Intelligence and brings together researchers, engineers and
practitioners whose work involves intelligent systems and their applications in industry and the real world. Including contributions by authors
from over 30 countries, the book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers, students and practitioners in the fields of Computer
Science and Engineering.

Computer Vision, Graphics and Image Processing
In the digital era, users from around the world are constantly connected over a global network, where they have the ability to connect, share,
and collaborate like never before. To make the most of this new environment, researchers and software developers must understand users’
needs and expectations. Social Media and Networking: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores the burgeoning global
community made possible by Web 2.0 technologies and a universal, interconnected society. With four volumes of chapters related to digital
media, online engagement, and virtual environments, this multi-volume reference is an essential source for software developers, web
designers, researchers, students, and IT specialists interested in the growing field of digital media and engagement. This four-volume
reference includes various chapters covering topics related to Web 2.0, e-governance, social media activism, internet privacy, digital and
virtual communities, e-business, customer relationship management, and more.

Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems
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Power Plant Instrumentation and Control Handbook, Second Edition, provides a contemporary resource on the practical monitoring of power
plant operation, with a focus on efficiency, reliability, accuracy, cost and safety. It includes comprehensive listings of operating values and
ranges of parameters for temperature, pressure, flow and levels of both conventional thermal power plant and combined/cogen plants,
supercritical plants and once-through boilers. It is updated to include tables, charts and figures from advanced plants in operation or pilot
stage. Practicing engineers, freshers, advanced students and researchers will benefit from discussions on advanced instrumentation with
specific reference to thermal power generation and operations. New topics in this updated edition include plant safety lifecycles and safety
integrity levels, advanced ultra-supercritical plants with advanced firing systems and associated auxiliaries, integrated gasification combined
cycle (IGCC) and integrated gasification fuel cells (IGFC), advanced control systems, and safety lifecycle and safety integrated systems.
Covers systems in use in a wide range of power plants: conventional thermal power plants, combined/cogen plants, supercritical plants, and
once through boilers Presents practical design aspects and current trends in instrumentation Discusses why and how to change control
strategies when systems are updated/changed Provides instrumentation selection techniques based on operating parameters. Spec sheets
are included for each type of instrument Consistent with current professional practice in North America, Europe, and India All-new coverage
of Plant safety lifecycles and Safety Integrity Levels Discusses control and instrumentation systems deployed for the next generation of AUSC and IGCC plants

Instrumentation and Control
ICCAP 2021
In today’s interconnected society, media, including news, entertainment, and social networking, has increasingly shifted to an online,
ubiquitous format. Artists and audiences will achieve the greatest successes by utilizing these new digital tools. Digital Arts and
Entertainment: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications examines the latest research and findings in electronic media, evaluating
the staying power of this increasingly popular paradigm along with best practices for those engaged in the field. With chapters on topics
ranging from an introduction to online entertainment to the latest advances in digital media, this impressive three-volume reference source will
be important to researchers, practitioners, developers, and students of the digital arts.
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